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Preface

This book on “Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled in India, Principles &
Practice” is an attempt to educate the present and future rehabilitation

professionals in the area of vocational rehabilitation.

Vocational Rehabilitation as a concept can be traced back to the First World
War (1914 -1918), wherein the entire Europe and United States of  America

(USA) were involved. Several war veterans were injured but were skilled and

available for bringing the country’s economy to keel. The Veterans’
Rehabilitation Act of 1920 of USA was the first in the modern times to utilize

the services of  the war disabled in reviving the country’s economy. This has

been amended in due course to include other disabilities. The Department in
the government of  United States of  America (USA) was named Veterans

Rehabilitation Administration, later changed as Social & Rehabilitation

Services (SRS) Administration and now known as Rehabilitation Services
Administration. Internationally, it is a young profession. Such services are

available in U.K., European countries, Japan, Singapore and other African and

Asian countries.
In India, the introduction of the field of vocational rehabilitation was in

1967, in the form of  research projects in a few hospitals and also through two

Vocational Rehabilitation Centres for the Physically Handicapped under Govt.
of India (in 1968), assisted by the Dept. of Social & Rehabilitation Services of

the United States Administration. On completion of the term, while the

Hospitals converted them into regular units, the Govt. of  India set up 19 more
such Centres all over the Country in different States.

The Author has been in the field of vocational training and vocational

rehabilitation of  persons with locomotor, hearing, visual and intellectual
impairments since January, 1968 starting under a Hospital setup, and then

entering Vocational Rehabilitation Centres of  Govt. of  India. He retired after

supervising and providing professional and administrative guidance to VRCs
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all over the Country and inter - ministerial interaction. Despite the

Rehabilitation Council of  India, a Statutory Body, having recognized this as a

separate profession and including it in different syllabi for the different courses
in rehabilitation, the Author has observed that there is no conceptual work

based on Indian conditions in the field of vocational rehabilitation.  The Author

with his wide exposure to the different categories of  disabled and having met
and learnt from the pwd and seen in person, the issues and tribulations faced by

the disabled, considered it a mission to give the experience back to the disabled,

so that they can gain from the  experience of others.  What better way could
there be, than training the professionals in the techniques so that millions of

disabled could be helped?

The Author has been sharing his experiences with the professionals belonging
to the fields of social work, education, management and therapy of different

disabilities. Some of those included in this effort are those papers presented in

some National and International Seminars and some are based on the lectures
prepared for interacting with the professionals/intended professionals.

While medical intervention, education and therapy are based on disability

with the family and society playing a secondary role, vocational rehabilitation
is rooted in the society with disability being one of the variables along with

several others such as poverty, gender, caste, literacy and backwardness.

Disability compounds the effect of these variables in myriad ways towards wage
earning capacities for the persons afflicted.

The Vocational Rehabilitation Worker (VRW) should understand this shift

in focus, when dealing with vocational rehabilitation and equip to provide all
vocational services judiciously and professionally. The subjects discussed are

therefore envisaged with components from diverse fields of  psychology, special

education, social work and business management. Some of these are concepts
developed by the Author and theorized from the practical experience with the

pwd with different disabilities and varied cultures and introducing innovative

programs. As Head of  different Vocational Rehabilitation Centres for the
Handicapped in different parts of  the country, the Author had the opportunity

to experiment and succeed through these economic rehabilitation measures.
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Some of them such as Outreach programs (1974 - Delhi), Skill development

(1976 - Kanpur), Training of  Employment Officers in Disabilities (1978 -

Chennai) Employer Oriented Training (1980 - Chennai), adjustment training
(1981 - Chennai), Exhibition of Manufactured Products helped through Self

Employment - 1981)  Homebound Employment (1982 - Trivandrum)

Community Based Vocational Training (1988 - Ahmedabad), Rojgar Mela
(Employer - Job Seeker Meet - 1990 - Mumbai), Teaching vocational subjects

to the deaf (who took the subjects in lieu of languages) (1994 - Mumbai),

Development of  lexicon for “Signs for Tools” (1995 - Mumbai), Worker
Education for the Deaf (1995 - Mumbai), Group Employment and Self Help

Groups (2003 - Bangalore) and even self employment (1976 - Kanpur) or

supported employment (1976 - Kanpur), setting up cooperatives (1983 -
Trivandrum) were all new concepts at the time.  Now they have become part

and parcel of the delivery system in vocational rehabilitation. The author

organized at least two functions, including cultural and sports activities, every
year to bring in variety of  leaders as part of  advocacy. Organizing and selecting

a Team of  locomotor disabled to represent VRCs at the All India Cricket for

the Disabled (1992 - 96) was one way of bringing well known cricketers and
exposing the abilities of  locomotor disabled. Now it is an annual affair.

It may also be seen that no mention of any particular disability has been
made in this Book - deliberately - as in vocational rehabilitation it is the
persons’ ability that counts and not any impairment or the resultant disability,
the individual may face.

Different variables in the job, work, work environment and environment
restructuring to help the pwd acquire vocational and employment skills and

techniques of delivery of vocational rehabilitation - constitute the core

component of this book.
The Author is not an Academician but a Practitioner. The Book contains

Articles on different aspects of vocational rehabilitation. Almost all the

techniques described in this book, have been practiced by the Author at some
point or the other in his career. Some of  them have failed while others have

been extremely gratifying. The professional has to explore all choices in
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vocational rehabilitation and may be more.  This is not an academic exercise

but sharing of  experiences, tailored to the needs of  a VRW. A conscious effort

was made to avoid high sounding language without compromising on the
professional terminology, as - for most of  the courses recognized by the

Rehabilitation Council of  India, School leaving certificate is the entry

qualification (12 years of schooling).
Not all the measures and practices described may be required for the vocational

rehabilitation of a pwd but all alternatives are explained to equip the VRW

with different techniques to meet different needs of different persons for
successful empowerment of pwd.

There is no literature available with focus on Vocational Rehabilitation in

India. That is one of the reasons why not many specific references on
bibliography are given and that is why the list of suggested Bibliography is

limited and many are based in other countries. Acronyms, wherever used are

designed to give quick and short cuts to commit to memory. Most of  them are
coined by the Author. Wherever it was by others, Bibliography gives credit to

them.  It is hoped more original material on Indian conditions are published

for the benefit of  the Vocational Rehabilitation Workers.
The Author hopes this small effort would help the professionals understand

the concepts better and guide them to use with the different categories of disabled

and help them serve the disabled through the future professionals.
As he enters his fiftieth year in the service of the disabled, this book is one

more attempt to serve the disabled. The Book is dedicated to those thousands

of  persons with disabilities, who were the motivation for the Author to learn
and practice proper vocational rehabilitation measures.

(Just as Fire knows the purity of the submitted gold, the discerning knows

the good and bad qualities of a book.)
The Author hopes the readers will critically examine the book and suggest

changes for future prints.
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A question bank based on this Book can be accessed through the website for

self-assessment-website: www.aidthedisabled.org.

81 Bhaskar Rao Nagar -III Narasimham Rayadurgam

Sainikpuri, Secunderabad - 500094 Consultant

Website: www.aidthedisabled.org (Vocational Rehabilitation &

April  2017 Livelihood Programs)

Email: rnsimhamrehab@gmail.com
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Dr. Jai Prakash Singh
Former Member Secretary,

Rehabilitation Council of India

Chairman - Amity Foundation for

Developmental Disabilities, Amity University

The History of disability has shown people with disability in a poor state
because of their deviant  condition  not  allowing  them to perform  as expected
by the society.  Today  the scenario  has changed  with the enactment  of  number
of  covenants and convention. The government of  India has taken lead in
promoting the cause of people with disabilities. The terminology of  considering
who is disabled in  recent  period has considerably changed. Every person with
disability can be a contributing citizen of the country provided needed assistance
is given according to his/her condition.

This has given the policy makers an insight that if facilities are created for
education  and training  of persons  with disabilities  they can be suitably trained
in specific skills which empower them to stand on their own feet. The
government has earlier initiated programs in collaboration with the Government
of  United States of  America and now have established 21 Vocational
Rehabilitation Centers across the country.  A number  of  NGOs have also started
vocational  training programmes  for adults with disability.

Being with engineering background, and having worked in a government
of  India undertaking,  manufacturing  products  for persons with disability I
am fully aware of  the latent potential of  persons with  disability. We had  persons
with visual impairment, hearing impairment and loco motor disability  that
have been trained to do various productive works. The job of  systematically
training such persons according to their aptitude and inherent strength has
empowered them to lead a happy life. Even during my PhD. on topic of  Role
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of  technology in Vocational Rehabilitation it was proved that a person with
disability is competent enough to do work in various trades with or without
minor modification with the provision of assistive devices.

Mr. Narasimham, the author of  this book, has vast  knowledge and  expertise
in this domain which is far excellent. His concept of about vocational education
and training is very clear which he has demonstrated in this book by covering
all aspects of vocational rehabilitation. I  still remember how he has been training
in different trades at VRC, Mumbai and various other places. Mr. Narasimham
has worked along with us as a member of  expert committee in Rehabilitation
Council of  India. Being the Member Secretary of  this council I have  been able
to implement few of his suggestions in the course curriculum  of special educator
and vocational rehabilitation workers.

The book has very important chapters related to all aspects, even covering
the latest aspect of  transition  of  a child to adulthood. Today we are talking
about inclusive education; however, the concept of  transition is missing. The
child is educated  and some even go to higher  classes but thereafter they find it
difficult to get job. Any organization, professionals and policy makers who
want  to promote  skill  development  can  find  the basic information  about the
history of vocational rehabilitation, various types of tools for evaluation and
how an individual can be trained in specific skills for employment. Advocacy
and community based aspect of  training have been fully explained.

I am sure that each  and every person who is worried about the employment
of persons with disability will find all the answers in this book. I complement
the author to come out with such book at appropriate time when focus of the
Government is on skill development.

New Delhi

(J.P. Singh)
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S. T. Markandeyan No. 11, M.S. Nagar
M.A., P.G.D.R ., INPAS (London) Porur

Rehabilitation Consultant Chennai  - 600116

A book on Vocational Rehabilitation of  Persons with Disabilities is the need
of  the hour. Mr. Narasimham’s book on “VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION – PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE” is the most needed one
for the vocational rehabilitation personnel engaged in the noble service for the
persons with disabilities.

The Author is known for his extensive work on rehabilitation and the depth
in the knowhow of handling all categories of persons with disabilities. Though
he has greater practical experience, his knowledge of  the subject is very
commendable. He is known among his colleagues for his voracious reading
habit and writing ability. All these only helped him to bring out such a useful
book. He has introduced several pioneering economic rehabilitation and social
inclusive rehabilitative measures including those that do not strictly fall under
the duties of the Institutions he worked with. He has developed a Lexicon for
“Tools through Signs”. He has organized Inter VRC cricket to select VRC team
to participate in the national level cricket conducted by All India Cricket Council
for Persons with Disabilities. He has organized at least two functions every
year to involve several prominent leaders and engage the pwd in cultural and
other sports activities as part of advocacy and inclusion.

Going through the contents itself  will convince the Reader the richness and
wide coverage of the subjects. The logo on the cover page describes every concept
of  Vocational Rehabilitation in a subtle and attractive manner. The planning
and presentation has been done so meticulous that even beginners in the field
would feel homely and the rich content fills knowledge gaps of the experienced.

I am of the opinion that this Book will be of immense value to the fresher
and the experienced in equal measures.

I am grateful to the Author for giving me an opportunity to review the book
at the Manuscript level and comment on his pioneering work.

Chennai
S. T. Markandeyan
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Subba Rao Salvapantula Balkampet

Chairman, Adarsh Bank Ltd., Hyderabad S.R. Nagar

Former General Manager Hyderabad - 500016

Andhra Pradesh Industrial Development Corporation

Former President, Hyderabad Management

Association

The existence of  the disabled persons is not uncommon in any society. A
sizable number of persons in India are disabled. Rehabilitation embodies the
democratic and humanitarian ideal that each individual is important. Each
person has a right to participate in all aspects of natural life and each member
of the community should contribute to society the fullest extent to which s/he
is capable of.

Of  all the rehabilitation measures, vocational rehabilitation service melds
the pwd into the society with equal rights and participation. Vocational
rehabilitation service is a combination of the principles of medical intervention,
social work and human resource management. The management related matters
- especially concerning job analysis, job identification, job development, job
selection and employable skills - is a typical management function that are to be
adapted to the needs of  the persons with disabilities. These procedures have
been explained in detail and meticulously by Narasimham.

Narasimham Rayadurgam has practiced these management principles to
the needs of the pwd to bring thousands of them into the mainstream. He has
given dedicated service to the pwd, for which he has been decorated from 1983
onwards by several organizations including the President of India for his
exemplary service. The latest was as “Best Rehabilitation Consultant” in 2012
after retirement.  Even as he enters his half - a - century of service to the disabled,
all over the Country, his passion for service remains unabated. This book is a
part of  his continuing service.

And here is a publication, the first of its kind covering all the dimensions of
all stake holders engaged in rehabilitation work. It has taken its shape out of
author’s half-a-century’s hard work, incessant learning and evolvement shaping
a more comfortable future for the disabled as part of finding solutions. His
creation “Vocational Rehabilitation in India - Principles and Practice” is a
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treatise on the different methods to be adopted leading to comprehensive
rehabilitation of pwd and capacity building of both the present and future
professionals in the fields of  Rehabilitation, Social Work and Management.   I
am gratified to note that even the professional managers can get useful
inspiration - whether they work for the disabled as such or not - as the Book
guides them on management principles of  job related concepts, as well.

I am sure the Professionals in the fields of  Disabilities, Social Work and
Human Resource Management gain knowledge and insight into the integration
of  the disabled as well as non - disabled into work force.  I wish the Author will
find some time to put together such innovative publications for the benefit of
all those associated with this profession.

Hyderabad S. Subba Rao
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Prof. P.K. Visvesvaran Vasanth Colony,
Former Principal Anna Nagar West
Madras School of Social Work Chennai - 600040

Social Workers are, as a species, hesitant to write and reluctant to publish
their thoughts, experiences and ideas. The present volume penned by R.
Narasimham is happily an exception. Its special feature is wide coverage,
painstaking attention to details and comprehensiveness. No aspect of vocational
rehabilitation has been left untouched, it would appear. The result is a remarkable
compendium of  facts, suggestions and guidelines for practitioners as well as
beginners. He has put together all that he has known - more importantly - all
that he has done in the field of vocational rehabilitation.

The Author’s journey in the present direction began about 50 years ago when
he worked with the “diffabled” (differently abled) in Mysuru and Vellore. His
avid interest and commitment took him far afield and to distant shores. When
the Hotsprings (Arkansas, USA) local newspaper reported on his visit (in 1969)
and said “India Rehabilitation Figure Eyes Local Center”, he was just a lad in
his early twenties. He has since “eyed” several other Centres around the world
and has also worked in different places like Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Kanpur,
Chennai, Delhi and Mumbai and thus had the first-hand experience in
rehabilitation work. He has been responsible for the vocational rehabilitation
of thousands of diffabled.

The present write - up, meticulous in details and suffused with practice
wisdom is a must read for Professional Social Workers and other Rehabilitation
Specialists. It is sure to occupy a respected and coveted place of importance in
the available literature on the theme.

Chennai - 600040

P.K.Visvesvaran
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Dr. Ahmed Beig. M Sarvabhouma Nagar
Consultant, Abhaya Hospital, Bangalore Bannerghatta Road
Former Addl.Prof, Dept of Psychiatric Social Work Bangalore - 560076
National Institute of Mental Health &

Neurological Sciences, Bangalore

This book is the outcome of  Narasimham’s distinguished career spanning
for around five decades in the field of vocational rehabilitation of the disabled.
It is the quintessence of the consolidation of his experience with the disabled,
his observations, his honest views on the glaring lacunae and his impassioned
mission to fill in the loop-holes (or gray areas), to provide new insights and
thus give pragmatic suggestions to the practitioners, academicians, NGO’s and
students who are keen to engage in the vocational rehabilitations of the disabled.

One should not shy away from the fact that there has been scanty literature
in this field. Hence, this book is a unique contribution by the author for its
abundance of information regarding the concerns of the United Nations
Convention on Rights of  Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) and the
government of  India’s and NGO’s initiative to protect the dignity, personal
autonomy and explore the capabilities and innate talents of the disabled because
what they need is not the societal compassion but a need to recognize their
potentialities , employability and their right to share space in the main stream
of economically productive and thus to be proud citizen of India.

Notwithstanding the personal observations and views of  the author, the
presentation is schematic covering the definitions of the terms disability and
rehabilitation and the related issues and a critical overview of  the initiatives, of
the United Nations, government of  India, NGO’s and academicians, in this
directions to empower the disabled.

It is needless to say that this book is valuable treasure-house for those who
are keen to pursue a career in vocational rehabilitation of the disabled.

M. Ahmed Beig
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Concept through Colours

The design on the cover page has a deep underlying philosophy describing

the concept of vocational rehabilitation through colours.

The Brown in the bottom and around the illustration depicts earth. We are

all children of earth and so is the person with disability (pwd) with equal rights

to enjoy the fruits the earth and its inmates provide. A pair of  hands emerges

from Mother Earth to support the pwd to access them - if necessary - with the

help of  the multi coloured society. The person with disability says “I’m different,

just like you” meaning “do not use all these words like differently abled, apang

or divyang, but you may call me as a person with disability - which is a fact and

I accept the disability as much as you accept your colour, nationality or height

or any other physical, economic or social variable”.

Vocational rehabilitation’s main objective is to work with the pwd to help

access the facilities of the earth with assistance through other stake holders

(multiple colours)  such as members of  the family, relatives, neighbours, peer

group and individual volunteers in the community during initial periods of

growth and sustain through life. Educational institutions, religious institutions,
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different departments of the government of the country and local

administration, non-government organizations and community contribute later

- as a whole to discover abilities beyond disability and for developing/

improving skills and talents from the reservoir of  facilities, the society provides.

The main pillars of  vocational rehabilitation have been depicted with the

colours of  the rainbow (VIBGYOR). Just as ultra violet rays are invisible and

the violet is visible - the latent talents (ultra violet) of the pwd are brought out

by the Vocational Rehabilitation Worker (VRW) to help in identifying talents

(Violet). Through job analysis and job identification the VRW leads the pwd in

getting suitable skills further leading to empowerment through economic

rehabilitation and socially inclusive activities. That prepares the pwd for self-

advocacy and advocacy leading to complete absorption (Red). It makes the

pwd vigorous, vibrant and/or violent (invisible infra-red) depending on the

personality and how they approach the society or how the society reacts.

The entire process finally leads the pwd to the Green pasture of the world of vocational

rehabilitation passing though amalgamation of VIBGYOR (White) into this world -

the title of the Book

The concept was developed and visualized by the Author, and depicted by

Harini Sripada.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Disability & Rehabilitation

1.1. Introduction to Disabilities for Professional
Rehabilitation Workers

*(Major content of  this Article, by this Author was first published in “Social
Work Footprints” an ISSN: 2230-8830 Publication April, 2016)

Introduction
Disability is as old as humanity. It is spread across all ethnic, economic,

religious and tribal groups with varying incidence. While even certain diseases
skip certain sections of  the society, disability is omnipresent in all sections,
even though the causes and incidence may be different. In India, with its different
nutritional and health distribution, the incidence is higher in the rural areas
than the urban. While there are many social issues such as poverty, criminality,
medical and psychiatric issues, rural/ urban divide, caste and other social issues
that the general population faces - calling for social engineering through a
professional approach - disability compounds these issues in several and
unpredictable ways,. A meaningful intervention with professional finesse brings
about the best in the persons with disabilities and helps them integrate
comprehensively.

A person with disability has been given three interpretations in Section 2 of
the latest Rights of  Persons with Disabilities Act (49 of  2016)

(r) “person with benchmark disability” means a person with not less than
forty per cent of a specified disability where specified disability has not been
defined in measurable terms and includes a person with disability where
specified disability has been defined in measurable terms, as certified by the
certifying authority;

(s) “person with disability” means a person with long term physical, mental,
intellectual or sensory impairment which, in interaction with barriers, hinders
his full and effective participation in society equally with others;

(t) “person with disability having high support needs” means a person with
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benchmark disability certified under clause (a) of sub-section (2) of section 58

who needs high support

The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health,
approved by the World Health Organization (WHO) known more commonly

as ICF, is a classification of  health and health-related domains. The ICF puts

the notions of ‘health’ and ‘disability’ in a new light. It acknowledges that
every human being can experience a decrement in health and thereby experience

some degree of  disability. Disability is not something that only happens to a

minority of  humanity. The ICF thus ‘mainstreams’ the experience of  disability
and recognizes it as a universal human experience.

The process of rehabilitation of the disabled starts with prevention, early

identification, intervention and integration, finally leading to rehabilitation
and assimilation. Because of several interventions at the Govt.and NGOs at

professional levels, the services to persons with disabilities (pwd) have taken a

paradigm change since the past half  a century. While in 1960s and 70s, it was
sympathy and charity, it was empathy and an opportunity in the 1980s. It became

equal opportunities in 1990s and now we are talking of Rights. Professional

Vocational Rehabilitation Worker can impact the lives of  persons with
disabilities in all these areas – from early intervention to geriatric assistance.

Relationship between Professional Social Work and Vocational
Rehabilitation Worker:

Professional Social workers challenge social injustice. They pursue social

change, particularly with and on behalf  of  vulnerable and oppressed individuals
and groups of  people (NASW, 2008, Ethical principles). Social workers have a

responsibility to promote social justice, in relation to society generally, and in

relation to the people with whom they work (IFSW & IASSW, 2012, para.
4.2).

Vocational Rehabilitation Worker (VRW) works with pwd to mainstream

them with focus on economic empowerment. VRW works with family,
community, other professionals dealing with disabilities, society and employer

to help the pwd face the different issues for comprehensive social inclusion.
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Even though the primary focus is on pwd, s/he works with all to bring about

changes in pwd and the society so that the pwd can work with society as a

whole.
Persons with disabilities (pwd) have been facing multiple physical,

psychological and social barriers. However, over the past few decades Govt.,

Non govt. and CSR are taking enormous interest in providing relief to pwd.
VRW has to attain knowledge in all these areas and appropriate skills for a

professional approach to the cause of  Vocational Rehabilitation.

Principles of  Social Work and knowledge of  disabilities constitute the core
of  the abilities needed for a Vocational Rehabilitation Worker (VRW).

Nomenclature:
While the persons with disabilities have been given different names through

history and even confined to enclosures, and “handicapped” as an all-inclusive

word for them, of  late new names have been “assigned” especially in India
quite possibly by generous recognition of their residual abilities. The names

generally used are: vikalang, physically handicapped, differently abled, specially

abled, physically challenged, and now Divyang inspired by political correctness.
This nomenclature leaves out several other disabilities that are not necessarily

physical. The internationally accepted word, after decades of discussion and

wrangling, is “Person with disabilities” (pwd), with emphasis on Person (a
typical Social Work Practice) includes all disabilities - physical and intellectual.

All other names do not emphasize person and therefore are not of significance

or internationally accepted. Professionals need to use this and advocacy to
uphold this nomenclature. Even the latest Rights of  Persons with Disabilities

Act of  2016 speaks of  Persons and no other nomenclature. It is thus not legal to

call them by any other name.

What do we mean by Disability?
The Persons With Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection Of Rights

And Full Participation) Act, 1995-  commonly known as PWD Act, had

categorized seven disabilities (actual words used in the Act) – Blindness, Low
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vision, Hearing Impairment, Locomotor disability including cerebral palsy,
Mental illness, Mental retardation, and. cured of  Leprosy Please refer to the
PWD Act for details.

“The Rights of  Persons with Disabilities Act” has been passed by the
Parliament in December 2016 and considers 21 disabilities that also includes
Thalassemia, autism, cerebral palsy, hemophilia, deaf-blindness, muscular
dystrophy among others.

What is Handicap:
Three words are indiscriminately or alternatively used by public and non

professionals for the condition of the persons with disabilities. These words
have specific meanings for a professional. They are clarified.

Inclusions

Persons with Disabilities (Equal
Opportunities, Protection of  Rights and
Full Participation) Act 1995
1. Blindness-Total absence of

sight
2. Low vision:
3. Hearing Impairment:
4. Locomotor disability : includes

cerebral palsy-
5. Menta illness:
6. Mental retardation: sub

normality of  intelligence.
7. Persons cured of  Leprosy:

Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Act 2016
1. autism spectrum disroder;
2. blindness;
3. cerebral palsy; (listed separately)
4. chronic neurological conditions;
5. deafblindness;
6. Dwarfism
7. hemophilia;
8. hearing impairment;
9. intellectual disability;

10. leprosy cured;
11. locomotor disability;
12. low vision;
13. mental illness;
14. muscular dystrophy;
15. multiple sclerosis;
16. Parkinson’s isease
17. Sickle Cell Disease
18. specific learning disability
19. speech and language disability
20. thalassemia;
21. multiple disability;
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Impairment: Impairment is any loss or abnormality of psychological,

physiological or anatomical structure or function. This condition could be mild

to severe or temporary or permanent. Improper vision for example is an
impairment corrected by external lens or any other treatment to reduce or remove

impairment.

Disability:  A disability is any restriction or lack (resulting from an
impairment) of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range

considered normal for a human being. Not being able to read ordinary print in

the above example is a disability.
Handicap: A handicap is a disadvantage for a given individual, resulting

from impairment or disability that limits or prevents the fulfilment of a role

that is normal (depending on age, sex and social and cultural factor) for that
individual. It is a cumulative effect of obstacles that the disability interposes

between the individual and his/her maximum functional level. “The handicap

is the measure of  the loss of  individual capacity. It is an individual thing
composed of the barriers that s/he must surmount to obtain the fullest physical,

mental, social, vocational and economical usefulness of which s/he is capable

of ” (McGowan John F.” Vocational Rehabilitation of  the Disabled: an
Overview”, Ed Malikin & Rusalem; New York University Press, 1969).

Complete absence of visual perception that renders an individual to perform

tasks requiring seeing, is an example.

Effect of Impairment on job access:
Any impairment of  limbs, eyes, hearing or intellectual abilities causes

disability when it interferes with the individual’s ability to move, see, hear or

think.

When it clashes with individual’s abilities with society, its negative attitudes
and work situations (like seeing or hearing, moving, lifting, decision making

etc) - it results in Disability.

When the Disability hinders performance in role and activities related to
social, vocational, recreational, familial and societal requirements the

impairment ends up with Handicap.
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Thus when a person who cannot hear is required to be a Receptionist in an
establishment and cannot communicate with the Visitors makes the Hearing
Impaired a Handicapped Person as far as that job is concerned. That does not
stop him from acquiring other skills to access other jobs.  Thus Receptionist’s
job results in a handicap for the hearing impaired - unless the hearing is
adequately compensated through other means or the pwd acquires other skills.
That way every one of us handicapped - less literate would not be able to function
is higher level jobs, Persons trained as Turner or Fitter would not be able to
function as Software Developer unless specially trained again or has those
learning abilities. Similarly a pwd has all capabilities of all persons. Just as
every individual has abilities, the pwd also has abilities.

The aim of  the VRW is to identify these residual abilities and provide
necessary skills to the pwd to overcome the handicap.

There are limits to rehabilitate a person, but there are no limits for developing
skills. It depends on various factors available with the pwd to develop skills
suited to the employment market and eventually acquire a suitable economic
activity.

The VRW facilitates this.
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United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(UNCRDP)

The United Nations General Assembly adopted the Convention on 13
December 2006. When it was opened for signature on 30 March 2007— there
were as many as 80 signatories, making it the fastest in negotiations (4 years).
India was one of  the first to Ratify the convention (October 2007). This makes
the country legally and morally binding to provide all the services agreed to in
the Convention. The Convention has come into force in May 2008.

As on June 2015 there are 158 signatories to the Convention and 147
ratifications to the Convention. The convention provides the pwd with
indivisible cycle of  rights to living independently, informed consent, physical
and mental integrity, right to health, absence of  coercion for treatment, full
legal capacity and right to life and liberty.

As signatory to the Convention (UNCRPD), the States are obliged to provide
legal, physical, communicative and social framework to make the living of the
pwd all inclusive like any other person.

Legislative Framework in place:
The following legislations are in place dealing directly with disabilities in

addition to the several other laws concerned with general population

Right to life
and liberty

Full Legal Capacity

Living Independently

Right to Health
No coercion for treatment

Physical
And

Mental
Integrity

Informed consent

Indivisible Cycle of Rights

Disability & RSW 8
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Legislation Year Chief Executive Main Functions
Rehabilitation 1992 Chairperson Standardization and
Council of India regulation of human

resource development in
rehabilitation. Accreditation
to training centres
Registration of
professionals.

The Persons with 1995 Chief Commissioner To ensure equal
Disabilities (Equal for Disabilities opportunities Prevent
Opportunities, discrimination and
Protection of deprivation Promote
Rights and Full participation in education,
Participation Act) training, employment,
{Rights of etc.Take affirmative action
Persons with in creating  accessible
Disabilities environments To redress
Act  – 2016} grievances. Award

punishment to defaulters or
those who misuse the
facilities for pwd

National Trust 1999 Chairperson Enables persons with these 4
for the Welfare disabilities and
of  Persons with organizations for/ of
Autism, Cerebral them. Strengthens families
Palsy, Mental in crisis.Provides for legal
Retardation and guardianship.
Multiple
Disabilities

Paradigm shift
Over the past five decades, there has been a paradigm shift both in perceptions

and management of disabilities.  While the perception has changed from the
sympathy/ charity model to empathy/opportunity model to full participation
to equal rights model, the management of pwd also has shifted from hospital –
“medical management” model to “social and comprehensive inclusion” model.
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This is an area where Vocational Rehabilitation Worker has a major intervention
role to play.

Extent of Problem
• Prevalence of  disability in India is high but its database is poor. There are

only two sources which provide data on disability i.e. National Sample
Survey Organization (NSSO) and the Registrar General of India.
(Census). All others are based on local research or other International
bodies with different mandates. World Health Organization (WHO), for
examples quotes 10% which includes disabilities caused by cardiac and
respiratory conditions. International Labour Organization uses
temporary disability due to industrial accidents (as in case of Employees
State Insurance Scheme in India), also as disability.

• So far NSSO has carried out three special rounds of survey during the
years 1981, 1991 and 2002.

• The Registrar General of India included ‘disability’ for the first time in
its 2001 Census. Seven disabilities were included in the Census 2011.

• As per the 2011 Census there are 26.8 million pwd constituting 2.21% of
the population – about 4 million more than the entire population of
Australia.

• For future projection of  disabled population, is based on the data by
Institute of Applied Manpower Research
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Estimates as per NSSO
• The estimates made have shown that number of  disabled population has

increased from 20.80 million in the year 2002 (NSSO), to 26.8 million as
per Census 2011.

• It is also observed that there will be some shift in the disability composition
in the coming years. Locomotor disability will increase from 51.9 per
cent to 56.67 per cent because of  the increase in road accidents, industrial
hazards, changes in life style, etc.

• Hearing and Speech disabilities and Visual disabilities is expected to
decrease by about 2.6 per cent owing to different corrective measures
adopted using latest technology (such as Laser Surgery, cochlear implant
etc.).

Literacy Levels of pwd as per NSSO Study  - 2002 (Per 1000 )
Hardly 45% of  pwd are literate and only 9.2% have completed High School

- as compared to the National Literacy Average of  65.4%. This is far less than
even the Dalits and Tribes. The highest is among the locomotor disabled at
55.3% (still less than National Average). Among other disabilities it is far less.

Disability Illiterate Primary Middle Secondary Literacy
 & above Levels

Mental retardation 866 106 24 3 14.4%
Mental Illness 591 215 102 89 40.9%
Blindness 773 141 45 41 22.7%
Low vision 738 172 45 43 26.2%
Hearing 646 231 70 50 35.4%
Speech 670 235 57 38 33.0%
Locomotor 447 292 136 124 55.3%
All disabilities 547 254 106 92 45.3%
Against National Literacy Rate of 65.4%;
Scheduled Caste:: 54.7%   and   Scheduled Tribes:: 47.1%
Hardly 1.9% of  pwd have any vocational skills to help them enter economic
activities.
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2.3. Tools for Vocational Evaluation

Wilson Workforce and Rehabilitation Center
Fisherville. VA 22939 - 1500
Vocational Evaluation Interest Checklist
Name:_____________________________________________________________

WWRC’s Vocational Evaluation Program provides an opportunity for you
to learn more about your individual skills, abilities and interests while exploring
the requirements and nature of different jobs in the world of work.

This list identifies the various job families available for exploration in
WWRC’s Vocational Evaluation Program.  Please identify your job interests
to provide a starting place for you and your Rehabilitation Counselor to begin
the vocational exploration and selection process. For information regarding
training programs offered through WWRC, please visit
www.wwrc.virginia.gov.

BUILDING TRADES

 Carpentry/Woodworking  Masonry
• Helpers, Construction Trades • Construction Helper
• Carpenter’s Assistant • Cement Masons and Concrete
• Woodworking Shop Hand Finishers
• Furniture Assembler • Brick Masons and Block

Masons
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 Buildings and Grounds / Building Mechanic
Maintenance

• Groundskeeper  Electrical
• Maintenance Worker • Helpers--Electricians
• Painter • Electricians

 Plumbing
Helpers-- Plumbers,
Plumbers
 HVAC
Helpers—Installation,

 Drafting Maintenance, and Repair
• Mechanical Drafters Workers, Heating and Air
• Architectural Drafters Conditioning Mechanics

and Installers

Wilson Workforce and Rehabilitation Center
Vocational Evaluation Interest Checklist
Name:_____________________________________________________________

BUSINESS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

 Customer Service/Retail  Business Support
• Retail Sales • Office Clerk, General
• Order Clerk • Receptionist and Information Clerk
• Cashier/Checker • Data Entry Keyer
• Hotel/Motel/Resort Desk Clerk • Medical Lab Accessioner
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 Materials Handling  Information Technology
• Stock Clerk - Warehouse Worker • Help Desk Technician
• Stock Clerk - Retail • Computer Support Specialist
• Shipping and Receiving Clerk • Network and Computer Systems
• Retail Sales Administrator

• Web Developer
• Computer Repair Technician

HUMANITARIAN

 Health Care  Child Care
• Patient Transporter • Nursery School Attendant
• Personal Care Aide • Child Care Worker
• Nursing Assistant • Teacher’s Aide
• Pharmacy Technician • Recreation Worker
• Therapy Aide
• Fitness Instructor
• Dental Assistant
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Wilson Workforce and Rehabilitation Center
Vocational Evaluation Interest Checklist
Name:_____________________________________________________________

ELECTRICAL / MECHANICAL

 Electronics  Production & Manufacturing
• Electrical and Electronic • Helpers-Production Workers

Equipment Assemblers • Team Assemblers
• Electrical and Electronics • Machine Feeders and Offbearers

Installers and Repairers • Assemblers and Fabricators, All
• Electronics Technicians Other

• Manufacturing Production
Technicians (MTT)

 Small Engine Mechanic  Forklift Operator
• Outdoor Power Equipment and • Industrial Truck and Tractor

Other Small Engine Mechanics Operators: Forklift Operator; Lift
(Lawn Mower Mechanic; Chain Truck Operator; Forklift Driver
Saw Mechanic)

• Motorboat Mechanics and
Service Technicians
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 Welding  Automotive Mechanic
• Welder Helpers— • Auto Service Tech

Production Workers • Tire Repairer and
• Arc Welder Lubrication Servicer
• Gas Welder • General Service Tech
• Combination Welder

 Auto Body Repair
• Auto Body Repairer
• Auto Body and

Paint  Helper

 Auto Detail
• Vehicle Cleaner

Wilson Workforce and Rehabilitation Center
Vocational Evaluation Interest Checklist
Name:_____________________________________________________________

SERVICES

 Food Service  Cosmetology
• Dishwasher/Kitchen Helper • Nail Technician
• Fast Food Worker • Cosmetologist
• Cafeteria Attendant • Hairstylist/Barber
• Food Prep Worker
• Kitchen Assistant

 Unarmed Security Guard
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Chapter 3: Job & Job Relates

3.1. Job Analysis

Idanai idanaal Ivan seyum ena arindu
Adanai avan kan videl

Tirukkural
“Find that this job can be performed by this person; Give this job to that

person” wrote Tiruvalluvar before Christ was born. This summarizes the entire
concept of  job analysis, job identification and job selection.

Vocational Rehabilitation is concerned with guiding and helping the pwd
choose an economic activity that is available in the Employment market of  the
area in which one is to be integrated. VRW thus has to understand various
words concerned with job. S/he has to understand the pwd on one hand and
the characteristics of  the job to train and fit the pwd to the available job
depending on residual abilities.

Every one of us performs different roles in our life and performs different
jobs without realizing. For example, we are son/daughter, father/ mother,
spouse/ parent, teacher/ trainee, friend/foe, uncle/ aunt, nephew/ niece,
visitor/visited, guest/ host, employee/ employer, subordinate/ supervisor and
so on..... We shift our roles seamlessly among these even in community get-
togethers.  The jobs are performed as per social norms without even switching
them consciously. In some cases because of  several deprivations of  physical,
intellectual, environmental and behavioural nature, the pwd is unable or less
able to perform all the jobs.

A job is an activity, often regular and often performed in exchange for
payment in cash or kind. A person can begin a job by becoming an employee,
volunteering, starting a business, or becoming a parent. The duration of  a job
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may range from an hour (in the case of odd jobs) to a lifetime (in the case of
private medical practitioner).

An activity that requires a person’s mental or physical effort is work (as in “a
day’s work”). If  a person is trained for a certain type of  job, they may have
a profession. The series of  jobs a person holds in their life is their career.
(Wikipedia)

Jobs can be categorized by the hours per week into full time or part time.
They can be categorized as temporary, odd jobs, seasonal, self-
employment, consulting, or contract employment. They can be categorized as
paid or unpaid. Examples of  unpaid jobs include volunteer, homemaker,
mentor, student, and sometimes intern. They would also be categorized by the
level of experience required: intern, entry level, and mid - management and
professional.  Some jobs may not require education or less education, or
specific training or an academic degree.

Those without paid full-time employment may be categorized
as unemployed or underemployed if  they are seeking a full-time paid job.

Moonlighting is the practice of  holding an additional job or jobs, often at
night or official holidays, in addition to one’s main job, usually to earn extra
income. A person who moonlights may have little time left for sleep or leisure
activities.

Different words related to Job are explained below. Some of  them are used
as alternates but for a professional VRW and Human Resource manager, they
have different connotations.

• “Job”: Work consisting of  responsibilities and duties that are sufficiently
alike to justify being covered by a single job analysis / job description.
Assignable to one or more employees. Example: Director - Purchase

• “Class” - A group of jobs sufficiently similar as to kinds of subject matter;
education and experience requirements; levels of  difficulty, complexity,
and responsibility; and qualification requirements of the work.  Example:
Personal Secretary I, Personal Secretary II, Personal Secretary III and so
on.

• “Class Series” - A grouping of  job classes having similar job content but
differing in degree of  difficulty, complexity and responsibility; level of
skill; knowledge; and qualification requirements.  The jobs within a class-
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series can form a career ladder.  Example: Secretarial Series I-IV (Assistant
Secretary, Under Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Joint Secretary, Additional
Secretary, Secretary)

• Family: Two or more class-series within an organization that have related
or common work content. Example: Administrative Occupation
(Secretarial/Clerical jobs, such as Stenographer/ typist/ Lower Division/
Upper Division Clerk/ Assistant/ Office Superintendent, Administrative
Officer etc..)

• “Occupation” A grouping of jobs or job classes within a number of
different organizations that have similar skill, effort, and responsibility
requirements. Example: Administrative Occupation (Secretarial /
Clerical/ Cashier/ Office Superintendent/ Administrative Officer/
Assistant Secretary and similar )

A job specification is a written statement of  educational qualifications, specific
qualities, level of  experience, physical, emotional, technical and communication
skills required to perform a job, responsibilities involved in a job and other
unusual sensory demands. It also includes general health, mental health,
intelligence, aptitude, memory, judgment, leadership skills, emotional ability,
adaptability, flexibility, values and ethics, manners and creativity, etc

• “Post” is a position in an establishment, with specific status, wages, duties
and responsibilities and detailed Job Specification

• “Position”: Work consisting of  responsibilities and duties assignable to
one employee and denoting status and hierarchy of the position. (There
are as many positions as there are employees - sometime even more).For
Example: Rama - Director (Purchase), Krishna - Director (Quality
Control), Sita - Director (Labour Relations), Laxman - Deputy
Director(Personnel) etc..

• “Vacancy” is an unfilled “Post”.
• “Job Title/ Designation” is the nomenclature given to certain post in

the Establishment depending on hierarchy, status and responsibilities. The
Designation does not give job description. Status and functions are not
the same in all establishments. For example: Director/ President/
Managing Director/ Chairman. The President of India and President of
a Club are not the same. Thus, the Job Title/ Designation is immaterial
for job content/ job description.
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• Career: Herbert Simon defines career as “an honourable occupation which
one normally takes up during his/her youth with the expectation of
advancement and pursues it until retirement”

Job analysis is the process of  studying jobs to gather, analyze, synthesize
and report information about job responsibilities and requirements and the
conditions under which work is performed. (Modified from Heneman and
Judge (2009)

What is Job Analysis: Job Analysis (also known as work analysis) is a family
of  procedures to identify the content of  a job in terms of  activities involved
and attributes or job requirements needed to perform the activities.

Job analysis provides information to VRW which helps to determine which
pwd are best fit for specific jobs. Through job analysis, the analyst understands
what the important tasks of  the job are, how they are carried out, and the
necessary human qualities needed to complete the job successfully. The process
of  job analysis involves the analyst describing the duties of  the incumbent, then
the nature and conditions of work, and finally some basic qualifications. The
measure of a sound job analysis is a valid task list. This list contains the
functional or duty areas of  a position, the related tasks, and the basic training
recommendations. The physical and intellectual requirements to fulfil the job
to the satisfaction of the production requirements constitute the different areas
of analysis.

Job analysis is crucial for, first, helping individuals develop their careers,
and second - for helping Employer suggest jobs available in the establishment.

The outcomes of job analysis are key influences in designing learning, devel-
oping performance interventions, and improving processes.[2] The application
of job analysis techniques makes the implicit assumption that information about
a job as it presently exists may be used to develop programs to recruit, select,
train, and appraise pwd for the job as it will exist in the future.[3]

Job analysis aims to answer questions such as:
• Why does the job exist?
• What physical and mental activities does the worker undertake?
• When is the job to be performed?
• Where is the job to be performed?
• How does the worker do the job?
• What qualifications are needed to perform the job?
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In other words:
Job analysis is the systematic exploration, study and recording of

responsibilities, duties, skills, accountabilities, and work environment, ability
requirements of  a specific job. It also determines the relative importance of  the
duties and responsibilities, physical and emotional skills required for the job.

Job analysis also involves determining the relative importance,
responsibilities, physical and emotional skills for a given job. All these factors
identify what a job demands and what an employee must possess to perform
productivity required at the job.

Job Analysis would thus help the VRW to determine the suitability of  the
pwd to the certain job. This is discussed in details in the Topic: “Job Selection”

How do we carry out Job Analysis?
We will start with very common examples. We normally make Rotis (Indian

bread) at home. Some make them hard and some make soft Rotis which even
melt away in the mouth.  Have you ever considered how? Why? What goes in?

How do you make the roti/ chappati/ Indian bread soft?
Let us go step by step. Analyze the reasons why the Rotis are soft.
You take water and flour, knead, make balls, put on flat stone, roll, put on

the pan (tava), smear oil and take out when ready.  Is that all? Does it make the
Roti Soft? No. The mixture has to be proportional and kneading good. What
happens when the flour is kneaded? The baker slams the flour against the stone
many times.  We do it at home also or knead again and again. Why and what
happens? The water between the flour particles mix well and soften the minute
particles of  flour through soaking with minute particles of  droplets of  water.
By hitting against the stone or kneading it many times we facilitate the water
enter between particles of flour and help the water soften it.

The tasks are:
• Measure the flour
• Measure the predetermined amount of water
• Add salt
• Mix them
• Knead well to make the mixture soft
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• Make the flour into small balls
• Put the ball on to the Stone
• Use the Rolling Pin or Roti maker and flatten the flour.
• Put Pan (Tava) on fire and allow it to become hot.
• Smear oil
• Place the flattened flour on the Tava
• Take it out when ready.
Take another example of  Button Stitching. What are the tasks involved?

And why and when it is done.
Button stitching is done to fasten the two sides of the stitched cloth (Could

be pant/ shirt/ or other women’s wear.)  This is almost the last step of  the
Tailors job. How does he do it?

• Mark the point of button after the Buttonhole is ready
• Take a thread and pass it through the eye of  the needle and select

appropriate length of thread for stitching the button
• Hold the button in proper place with a two opposite fingers in a pinching

position
• Send needle with thread through the cloth, holding the button in place
• Pull out, bring the needle with thread out through the cloth. Repeat it a

few times to hold the button in place.
• Knot the button and cut the thread
• Check if  the button is properly fixed and also fits with buttonhole.
 What is the occupation of  the person who does this?         Cook/ Tailor
 We have the job of  Roti maker/ button fixer
 We have the different tasks involved
So now you see that a simple job like making a Roti has so many work tasks.

Did you also notice places where decision making is needed? Like when the
flour is soft, when to knot the button after final activity. The analysis and
collation of these tasks is called Job Analysis. Every job can be analyzed in
similar way. For the VRW, job analysis is fundamental to every placement effort.
Not only the VRW but every Rehabilitation Worker has to understand this
fundamental concept if s/he has to bring about changes in the physical and
mental abilities of the client.

More often than not, the words, job, work and occupation are used loosely
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Chapter 5 - Advocacy & Outreach

5.1. Advocacy

What is advocacy?
Who is an advocate? : A person who represents another to fight/argue for

the latter’s case. The word in common parlance is used for persons who intervene
on behalf  of  others in legal proceedings. We also call them lawyers. Advocates
in a court of  law know the laws of  the land and procedures to defend the
contention of  the parties. An advocate is one who speaks on behalf  of  another,
especially in a legal context. Implicit in the concept is the notion that the
represented lacks the knowledge, skill, ability, or standing to speak for themselves.

Advocacy is the act of  arguing on behalf  of  a particular issue, idea or person.
Individuals, organizations, businesses, and governments (for example at the
level of  the United Nations) can engage in advocacy. In case of  advocacy on
social issues, the interested parties – the beneficiaries may or may not be involved
– such as Animal Rights activists, vegetarianism, National Assn. for Blind,
Assn. of  Parents of  persons with mental retardation, All India Federation of
the Deaf, Gender Issues etc…. Self advocacy connotes that the affected person
represents oneself for his/her rights and services.

History
Early leadership was composed primarily of  clergy, socially conscious

philanthropists and health-care professionals and other community conscious
leaders. Later professionals from different faculties joined the advocacy groups.
Advocacy is a burgeoning support field for people with disabilities.  Advocacy
groups now exist in most jurisdictions, working collaboratively with people
with disabilities for systemic change (such as changes in policy and legislation)
and for changes for individuals (such as claiming welfare benefits or when
responding to abuse) on various issues of importance such as knowledge
dissemination on prevention, management, economic and social inclusion on
one or more disability related issues.
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The Result?
Legislations such as PWD Act, now Rights of  Persons with Disabilities Act

(49 of  2016), National Trust Act, Rehabilitation Council of  India Act etc…
dealing with disabled; labour legislations, legislations on gender issues and so
on that deal with issues on other issues.  In fact every subject on earth (including
those who believe earth is flat) has an advocacy group that works for support
and spread their cause. The present topic focuses on how to deal with advocacy
and self advocacy in the field of disabilities.

Within the overall cause of  disability, there are several issues that relate to
prevention, medical and technological management in each disability area,
education and skill development techniques, vocational rehabilitation, social
inclusion and independent living.  The various Advocacy Groups in the country
consisting of  professionals, parents and persons with different disabilities
constitute the different Groups. Even though all of them work independently
for their own cause, they also come together when the comprehensive issues of
disability as a whole is concerned.  Several methods are followed, sometimes
supported by the government but most of the time by professionals and the
pwd themselves. Almost all the Seminars at State/ National or International
level are basically modes of information dissemination, but also result in taking
up the cause by individuals on the issue of  their choice, at the appropriate level.

The act of  Advocacy on Disability Issues takes place all the time, through
dissemination and other interaction.

What is Self Advocacy?
• Every time people speak up for themselves to resolve a problem, they are

practicing self-advocacy. For example a senior citizen/ woman/ pwd asks
another to vacate the reserved seat in a bus.

• The pwd should be encouraged to express about his/her impairment and
the limitations it causes in carrying out certain tasks. This concept has to
be inculcated at the school level itself  or at least by the VRW, if  it has not
been done earlier. Most of  the pwd are aware of  the implications of  the
impairment and can be helped to express it. That would also help the
pwd in choosing an appropriate job and discuss with the employer his/
her strengths and weaknesses.  The Employer gains confidence on the
pwd and could be more positive in offering a job.
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• Most advocacy groups also work to support people, throughout the world,
to increase their capacity for self-advocacy, teaching the skills necessary
for people to advocate for their own needs. The simple act of asking
questions and fully understanding what will be done in his/ her case is an
act of  self-advocacy. For example when we approach a surgeon and s/he
suggests surgery, we try to elicit information on the need and effect of  the
surgery.  If  the Surgeon does not have the time, the Medical Social Worker
attached to the surgeon takes over the role of passing on information.  As
an alternative, of  late, internet has opened millions of  pages on the subject
of  importance. We understand the surgery and face it without fear/
apprehension and that also enhances the healing process.

• Self-advocacy can include any action, verbal non verbal or written, which
is intended to outline and describe a particular problem an individual is
encountering, and intended to create the interest and action by another
person to assist the person/organization in resolving the specific problem.

• Thus, a person might be self-advocating to an individual (such as directly
to a teacher to Principal), to an institution (such as a School/ college/
university/ or agency), or to a company or organized body (such as an
insurance company or a department of State/ Central government.)

Self Advocacy & Disabled
Self-advocacy can also refer to the civil rights movement for people who are

labelled with different disabilities.
• People with intellectual disabilities and the hearing impaired are often

some of the most powerless members of society because of their inability
to express in a manner understood by common people.

• They may live in large institutions or in smaller residences known as group
homes which are staff-directed environments where residents have little
or no control over their living conditions or with whom they share their
living space.
- Among the pwd, people with intellectual disabilities are extremely

vulnerable to abuse due to their social and physical isolation and
inadequate cognitive abilities. They are eight to ten times more likely
to suffer sexual abuse than the non-disabled population as they are not
able to comprehend the consequences.
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- The self-advocacy movement seeks to reduce the isolation of people
with disabilities and give them the tools and experience to take greater
control over their own lives.

- Low literacy and other communication challenges are some of the
major barriers for people with different disabilities and the issues faced
by each disability group are also different.

What is Self Advocacy?
Some of the issues that are given importance in self advocacy are: knowing

their basic rights; Standing up to their rights (need not necessarily be aggressive
– it could be as simple as seeking admission to the school. Under the Rights to
Education Act and RPD Act of 2016, no child with disability can be denied
admission to school merely because s/he is disabled.)

Self advocacy also takes care of the role of the pwd in asserting the rights.
S/he should take responsibility for their rights (means - diligently use the rights
without infringing on others’ rights); Asking for help because s/he wants it and
needs it; getting all the information; deciding what s/he wants to do; finding
out what and who will support; and beginning to change the way the things
are.

Objectives:
The objectives have been enshrined clearly in the United Nations

Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD)
• All people have worth and dignity. People with disabilities are people whose

basic human needs are no different from those of  all people, and as such
share with all people basic human, legal and civil rights.

• People with disabilities have the right to freedom from abuse, neglect,
exploitation, discrimination and isolation.

• Children with disabilities have a right to full inclusion in all aspects of
their communities, including the right to grow up in a family and the
right to integrated day care and education and all aspects of community
life

• People with disabilities have a right to legal representation and due process
of  law before any legal rights are restricted.
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• People with disabilities should speak and act for themselves, be self-
determining, represent their own interests, and make decisions and take
risks based on their own goals and values.

• People with disabilities are entitled to protection from employment
discrimination and equal access to employment in community integrated
settings.

• People with disabilities have a right to health and human services that
will meet basic needs and will provide them with the tools and supports
necessary to achieve equality of  opportunity, employment, independent
living, economic and social self-sufficiency. These services and supports
should be accessible, culturally relevant, customized to their needs, flexible
to changing circumstances, and provided in their community.

• Individuals with disabilities have the right to information in an accessible
format, language and manner that is culturally relevant, and which allows
them to have options and make informed choices.

Components
• Instrumental  Action
• Helping others in solving of practical and material problems (advising,

decision making, transport, shopping,  medical help, education,
management, income property)

• Expressive  Action
• Emotional support, maintaining interaction, friendship to lonely people,

trips, events

Promoters
• Adult, People who can act responsibly, capable of  self  advocacy, capable

of working for others
• Issues: Labeling practice, lack of  dignity and  respect, treating pwd

inappropriate to their age, leaving them in institutions, brutality and ill
treatment, over protection, denial of freedom and rights

What are the qualities required to carry out advocacy:
Persons, whether disabled or otherwise has to have patience. Patience to listen

to the other person’s point of  view, the counter arguments and reasons for the
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